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"Abstract." 
A many sorted algebra is developed for digital 
signal processing. It provides a rigorous setting 
for specifying various discrete signal processing 
operations. The algebra is the framework for a 
digital processing data flow language. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Languages for aata flow architecture are primarily 
directed graph based [l]. and main!y involve 
arrows. A natural foundation for these languages 
is algebra where principal concepts are defined in 
terms of mappings using arrows [2]. As an in- 
stance of the use of the arrow, consider the nota- 
tion: F: X + Y. lhese symbols denote the fact 
that the function F maps elements in the set X 
into elements in the set Y. In the notation in- 
volving arrows, functions are treated as entities 
in themselves rather than being viewed in an ele- 
ment by element fashion. 
Data flow languages for signal processing employ 
opcodes whose operands are signals which are per- 
ceived as entities in themselves. Element by ele- 
ment representation and specification is rarely 
the case. lhis is true in languages for most con- 
current architectures. 
In this paper a many sorted algebra is given for 
signal processing applications. This algebra pro- 
vides the framework for a signal processing data 
flow language, and is described herewithin. The 
concept of a many sorted algebra [3J is similar 
to that of a heterogeneous algebra [4] and is em- 
ployed in numerous computer science applications 
[5-7j. 
A many sorted algebra involves several sets of 
sorts or types. Among the types of entities em- 
ployed in this paper are integers, reals, discrete 
signals (defined in section 3), and the star ex- 
tension of the reals discussed below and defined 
in the next section. An additional ingredient in 
a many sorted algebra is operators. These opera- 
tors map elements in sets of various sorts into 
elements of a given sort. The side conditions 
which the operators in the algebra possibly obey. 
such as, cocnut;tive laws, associative laws. etc. 
constitutes the variety of the alnebra. This con- 
cept will be illustrate; i:i sectib!? E. 
A vector space is elegantly modeled using a many 
sorted algebra. There are two sorts of sets em- 
ployed in that application, namely, sets of 
scalars and sets of vectors. In addition, there 
are numerous'operators in a vector space. In 
particular, there is the binary operation of 
scalar multiplication. In scalar multiplication 
a vector is multiplied by a scalar and the output 
is another vector. 
An algebra for digital signal processing is some- 
what more complicated then that for a vector space. 
In a vector space fundamental operators are rigor- 
ously defined, and from these, under function com- 
position, various other transforms are formed. In 
digital signal processing useful operations are 
given in the literature, however, many of these 
operations are not rigorously specified. An alge- 
braic structure is constructed to efficiently and 
rigorously describe these operations. Results are 
only provided for the one dimensional case in this 
document. 
The dcmain for signals used in one dimensional 
digital signal processing is k, wnere K is a sub- 
set of the integers Z. KcZ. In a single applica- 
tion numerous sets K could be involved. The co- 
domain for these signals is the complex field. 
however, most often and in this paper the reals 
are used. It is not uncunmon to operate on two or 
more signals defined on different domains. Fur- 
thermore, results of the operation is often re- 
quired on a domain larger than the daain deter- 
mined by the intersection of the domains of the 
original signals. A prime example of this is the 
convolution g of f and h. The standard formula 
for obtaining g is 
m 
gi = 1 'hi_., fn 
n=-m 
Often in applications, due to sensor limitation or 
for other reasons, at least one of the signals, h 
or f is only defined on a finite set KcZ. Rigor- 
ously, for these conditions the convolution can 
not be performed and g does not exist. However, 
in practice, the convolution is often performed 
with undefined values being interpreted as zero. 
In signal conditioning applications a signal f, f: 
Z + R is sometimes multiplied by g, g: K + R with 
K finite. Rigorously, f-g is obtained which is 
only defined on K. In practice, the result expect- 
ed is the function f unaltered, with the exception 
that on'K, f is multiplied by g. In this case, un- 
defined values were interpreted as being equal to 
the number one. 
A similar situation holds in digital image proces- 
sing. Part of an image f is compared with an 
image g. The maximum pointwise grey value of g and 
part of f is often desired. In practice, the re- 
sulting image would be the same as f (unalteredj 
on the domain of f minus the domain of g, and the 
maximum grey values do appear on the part of f 
which is compared with g. In this case, undefined 
acts like the "minimum grey value". The role of 
undefined keeps changing! 
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In the present paper signals are defined on all of 
2. The values allowed for these signals are ele- 
ments of the set S which involve real nunbers or 
a star (*). Thus, S=R {*I ; the * should be in- 
terpreted as a value of the signal, and S is call- 
ed the star extension of the reals. The * might 
denote a value of a signal which was not observed 
by a sensor. Hence, the signal is defined every- 
where, but it was not observed at starred values. 
The star might also arise by questioning the valid- 
ity of or performing an operation on a real value 
of a signal. In the former case, there might be a 
possibility distribution [8] or believability fac- 
tor associated with real values of a signal. If 
the believability of the respective real value is 
small the value becomes a *. In the next section 
it will also be seen that l/O = *. 
The star may have numerous interpretations. Ex- 
tensions of the reals involving more than one l 
are also important but will not be discussed in 
this paper. 
Hueristic processing techniques are easily and 
rigorously specified by employing the many sorted 
algebra involving the star extension of the reals; 
this will be seen in section 5. Extended opera- 
tions on S are defined 'in the next section and 
provide a true extension of the reals. Namely if 
the defined operations are restricted to the reals 
the "usual" operations on the reals result. 
OPERATIONS IN THE STAR EXTENSION OF THE REALS 
Four binary operations are defined (totally) on 5 
using the tables below. In these tables reals are 
denoted by rI and '2. The operations in this star 
extension are: addition 
maximum (v); and minimum 
[+I; multiplication (.); 
A. 
Two unary operations are 
tables below. The first 
defined on S using the 
table is for the operation 
of subtraction (-), s denotes any element of S, 
and r represents any real number. The next table 
is for the division (+) operation, and r denotes 
any non zero real number. 
5 -s S ts 
r -r 0 * 
-t-t 
* l r l/r 
l * 
Threezerc-aryoperators onS, or special elements 
of S, are the star (*), the number one (l), and 
the number zero (0). 
It is of value to define another type of multipli- 
cation. This multiplication (x) is two typed, 
very similar to vector multiplication by a scalar; 
for this reason it is called scalar multiplication. 
Specifically x: SxR + S and if r I, r2 denote any 
two real numbers then the operation becomes defined 





The polyadic (many tailed) graph [6] given below 
highlights the sort of elements (enclosed in the 
ovals)employed in the above discussion. In this 
diagram the names of the operators also appear 
along with the sort of inputs coming from the 
tails of the arrows; the output type is pointed 
to by the tip of the arrow. 
From this polyadic graph scalar multiplication has 
two sorts of inputs; a real and a star extension 
of the reals and returns as an output an element 
in the star extension of the reals. 
In the following sections the operators defined 
in the star extension will induce corresponding 
operations on discrete signals. The set of dis- 
crete signals utilized in this paper is defined in 
the next section along with criteria for operator 
inducement. 
DISCRETE SIGNALS AND INDUCED OPERATIONS 
A discrete signal, or one dimensional discrete 
signal, f is an element of S',that is, it is a 
function from 2 (the integers) into S. In this 
case 2 is often interpreted as time. An nil 
dimensional discrete signal is an element of 
sZn where Z"=ZxZx 
in h dimensions). 
. ..xZ (the set of lattice points 
Results are given only for the 
one dimensional case in this document. 
Various operations on discrete signals are range 
induced or domain induced. These operations 
always have a discrete signal as one of its inputs 
and they output a discrete signal. The definition 
of range inducement will be given in a general 
setting since this concept is useful in n dimen- 
sional signal analysis. The operator R is said 
to be range induced by r, has the meaning: r is 
an n+k ary function n>l. k>O where r: 
BnxBIxB2x... xBk-4, and R: (BA)n~BI~...~Bk+BA 
where for any fi in B A i=l 2 , ,....n and 
bj in Bj j=1,2,...,k it follows that 
K(fI,f2,...,fn,bI,b2,...,bk)(x) = 
r(fI(x),f2(x),....fn(x),bI,b2,...,bk). 
This definition will be employed with r denoting 
a nonzero-aryoperation in the star extension S. 
As a consequence, in this application the follow- 
ing sets should be equated: B=S and A=Z. More- 
over, each of the seven non zero-ary operations 
in 5 shall be rangeinduced "pointwise" operations 
in Sz. 
Addition will be the first illustration of a range 
induced operation in Sz. For r=+, +: SxS-S the 
operation R=a (where a symbolizes addition) is in- 
duced where a: szxsz+sz . In this case, n=2. k=O 
and a(f f )(x) = f (x)+f (x). 
1' 2 1 2 
As a result, to 
add two discrete signals means to add their values 
pointwise. An analogous discussion occurs for 
r=',v, and A. 
If r=+ where +:S-+S then let R=R (where R symbol- 
izes reciprocal). Thus, n=l. k=O, and it follows 
that R(fI)(x) = tfI(x). The reciprocal of a dis- 
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Crete signal is found by finding the reciprocal of 
each of its values pointwise. 
As a final example, consider the scalar multipli- 
cation r=x, where x: SxR-S. The operation x 
range induces the operation R=P (P for produtt) 
where P: SzxR+Sz. In this case, n=l and k=l with 
BI=R. Furthermore, P(fl,bI)(x) = fl(x)xbl. As a 
consequence to form the product of a digital 
signal f and a real bl means to multiply f(x) at 
each integer x by b1. The range induced opera- 
tions explained above and others based on the last 
section are summarized below. 
Somewhat similar to range inducement is the con- 
cept of domain inducement: For any n'-ary nl,l 
function d where d: AxAIx...xA,,,_~-+A there is an 
n'-ary function D such that D: BAxAlx...xAn,_I+BA 
where D(f.al.a2,...,a,,_I)(x)=f(d(x,aI,,..,a,,,_I)). 
The function D is said to be domain induced from d. 
Concrete examples will follow using B=S and A=Z. 
Only algebraic operations of relevence to digital 
processing shall be induced. In particular, there 
is a binary addition d=+ in Z which induces a 
translation operation T in Sz. To see this, notice 
that n'=2 and t: ZxZ-cZ, hence, it follows that D=T 
where T: SZxZ+SZ. By using the definition of do- 
main inducement it follows that T(f,aI)(x)=f(x+al), 
and so the operator T translates the digital 
signal f,aI units (to the left). Another important 
operation in Z is unary subtraction d=- in Z. 
Since -: Z+Z there is an induced operator in Sz 
where D=F (F stands for flip) and F: SZ+SZ 
this case n'=l and F(f)(x) = f(-x). A summaryI!f 
these two domain induced operations is given next. 
Several additional operations in Sz are given in 
the following section. 
OTHER OPERATIONS FOR DISCRETE SIGNALS 
A special element of Sz called the unity signal, 
denoted by 1, will be identified (as a zero-ary 
operator). It has "height" one at each integer, 
that is 1(x)=1. Two additional zero-ary operators 
of importance are the zero signal, denoted by 0 
and the star,signal, denoted by *, where O(x)=0 
and *(x)=* respectively. By using the operations 
from the last section it can be observed that 
O=a(l,S(l)) and l =R(O). 
The next two operations are similar to operators 
found in data base algebras. The selection opera- 
tor 
4 
is a binary operator with inputs:a discrete 
signa f, and a subset K of Z. The resulting dis- 
crete signal g has the same values as f on the set 
K, but has star values elsewhere. Thus, 
4% SzxZz+Sz, S(f,K)=g and g(x) = If(x) x in K 
1,* elsewhere 
where the set of all subsets of Z is denoted by 
2Z . 
The final operator is a composition or extension 
operator E and is such that E: SzxSz+Sz where 




A summary of these operators is given below. 
A polyadic graph is provided illustrating the sorts 
of sets employed and the operators rigorously de- 
fined thus far. 
*Addition 
l Multlohcotlon 
MACRO OPERATIONS IN DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 
As memtioned in the introduction, numerous pro- 
cedures in signal processing are sometimes not 
rigorously specified. As a result, signals and 
operations should be defined in a manner that will 
yield the desired result. When adding signals, as 
in convolution, undefined values are often taken 
as zero. This type of addition will be described 
in the star extension by using the operators from 
the last four sections. Let f@g denote the eddi- 
tion of discrete siqnals f and g as mentioned 
above. It follows that 
(fOg)(x1 whenever f(x) and g(x)#* 
= whenever f(x)#* and g(x)=* 
whenever g(x)#* and f(x)=* 
L* elsewhere 
Theorem 1 
By employing the notation previously established, 
the@type of addition is described using the star 
extension induced addition, and composition. 
Specifically: f @g = E( E( a(f,g),f)g). 
Proof 
Let Z1,Z2,L3,Z4 be a partition of the integers Z 
such that ZI = {x: f(x) and g(x) = l ) ; 
Z2 = Ix: f(x) = * and g(x) # *I 
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Z3 = ix: f(x) f * and g(x) = l ) ; 
z4 = tx: f(x) f * and g(x) # * ) then 
a(f,g) (x) = f(xj+g(x) for x in Z4 
* forxinZI Z2 Z3 
and E(a(f,g),f) = f(x)+g(x) for x in Z4 
f(x) for x in Z3 
* 
and finally, 
for x.in ZI Z2 
E(E(a(f,g,f),g) = f(x)+g(x) for x in Z, 
f(x) for x in Z3 = fog 
Y(X) for x in Z2 
* for x in ZI 
This concludes the proof. 
Macro Operators @ ,@ and @ are defined 
similar to + 
(I 0 
namely: 
e)(x:) i E(X) L E(A) re?pecti"rly when I(X) and 61x1 # * 
i 
IIXI L1 lvtwnever f(X)i * and s(x) = l
FIXI whenever p(x) # l and f(X) = l
otherwise 
The next theoFern is analogous to Theorem 1 and can 
be proved in the same way. 
Theorem 2 
fag = E(E(M(f,g),f),g) 
f v g = E(E(H(f,g),f),g) 
f A Y = EiE(L(f,g),f),g) 8 
Simple as well as more difficult operators 
exist in the discrete signal processing algebra. 
Absolute value, 1 1 : Sz -f Sz is defined as 
IfI = f@S(f) = M(f,S(f)). It involves finding 
the maximum of a value and the negative of that 
value. The convolution operation C, 
C: SzxSz + Sz will now be defined So let 
g = C(f,h) and recall from the int;oduction that 
= . . .hi+lf_i’hifo+hi_1f1+hi_2f2+. . .+h. L_jfj+... , i in Z. 
Terms in the convolution involve the product of the 
signal f with the translation of the flip of h. 
The product term involving translation by n units 
is given by u'(n) where u'(n) = T(M(T(F(h),j),f)n). 
and g is the composition of all the yi where 
g~=Ql...u~~-1~u~~0~"~~rqu~~2~0... ,(i)l;m<iW 
A few consaents are in order. Notice that in 
the discrete signal algebra "signals are defined 
as entities in themselves", and not in an elemen- 
tal fashion. Also, in the above expression for 
u'(n) the multiplication M was employed, and not 
the multiplication @ : in the motivating 
application undefined is understood as being equal 
to zero. 
biaCr0 notation such as r , 7i are defined in the 
algebra, but will not be discussed inthis document. 
Also, not discussed herewithin is the convergence 
of the above sum,for instance,assume that f and h 
both have only a finite number of non star values. 
Finally, parenthesis are left out in the above 
addition because the associative law holds. 
Variety considerations are discussed in the next 
section. 
ON THE VARIETY OF THE DISCRETE SIGNAL PROCESSING 
ALGEBRA 
Various laws and identities specified by equations 
hold in the algebra developed herein. Many of 
these identities are induced by similar identities 
on the star extension of the reals or on the 
integers. The structure is seen to be a cormiuta- 
tive monoid under both addition and multiplication. 
Furthermore, it is a join semilattice with great- 
est element under the maximum operation, and a 
meet semilattice with least element under the 
minimum operation. These properties follow from 
the identities satisfied by the addition, multi- 
plication, maximum, and minimum operations given 
below. Addition satisfies the identities: 
Al) Associative Law, a(a(f,,f2),f3)=a(f,&(f2,f3)). 
A2) Zero Law, a(f,O) = a(0.f) = f. 
A3) Commutative Law, a(f,g) = a(g,f). 
The following laws hold for Multiplication: 
Ml) Associative Law, M(M(fI,f2),f3)=M(f,,M(f2,f3)). 
M2) Identity Law, M(f,l) = M(l,f) = f. 
M3) Comnutative Law, M(f,g) = M(g,f). 
The Maximum (or Higher) operation satisfies the 
identities: 
Hl) Associative Law, H(H(f,.f2),f3)=H(f,,H(f2,f3)). 
H2) Commutative Law, H(f,g) = H(g,f). 
H3) Idempotent Lad, H(f,f) = f. 
H4) Greatest Element Law, H(f,*j = l . 
The Minimum (or Lower) operation obeys: 
Ll) Associative Law, L(L(fI.f2),f3j=LjfI,L(f2,f3)). 
L2) Cotmnutative Law, L(f,g) = L(g,f). 
L3) Idempotent Law, L(f,f) = f. 
L4) Least Element Law, L(f,*) = *. 
The Subtraction operation is an involution since 
the following is true: 
Sl) Involution Law, S2(f) = S(S(f)) = f. 
Inversion is not an involution because R2(0) = l . 
Scalar multiplication (or Product) satisfies pro- 
perties like those in a vector space, since the 
following laws hold: 
Pl) Associative Law, P(P(f,b,),b2)=P(f,b,*b2). 
P2) Identity Law, P(f,l) = f. 
P3) Distributive Law, P(a(f,g).b)=a(P(f,b),P(g,b)). 
P4) Distributive Law, P(f,b,+b2)=a(P(f,b,).P(f,b2)) 
The first distributive law shows that multiplica- 
tion by reals is distributive with respect to 
signal addition. The second shows that multipli- 
cation by signals is distributive with respect 
to the addition of reals. 
All the axioms of a vector space hold for this 
structure with the exception of additive inverse. 
The translation operation satisfies the interes- 
ting, but obvious identities: 
Tl) Associative Law, T(T(f,aI),a2)=T(f,aI+a2). 
T2) Zero Law, T(f,O) = f. 
T3) Inverse Law, T(T(f,a,),-aI)=T(T(f,-aI),aI)=f. 
Like the subtraction operation the Flip operation 
is an involution since the following is true: 
Fl) Involution Law, F2(f) = F(F(f)) = f. 
The list of identities given here are by no means 
exhaustive. In particular, numerous identities 
such as the distributive laws or absorption laws 
may or may not hold between operators. Of major 
importance is the following theorem where the 
notion given in section 3 is employed. 
Theorem 3 
If R is a range induced operator (on BA) and D is 
a domain induced operator (on BA) then these 
operations commute. That is, if 
R(fI,f2,...,fn,b,,...,bk) = f and 
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D(f,a l,...,an,l) = f* and 
D(fi,aI,...,an-_I) = fi* , i=l,...,n' and 
R(fl*,f2*,...,fn*,bl,...,bk) = g then f* = g. 
Equivalently, the diagram given below commutes. 
Proof 
First partly traverse the diagram from the upper 
left hand corner by first going right and then 
down. Since R is range induced it follows that 
f(x) = r(f,(x),f2(x).....fn(x),bI,b2....,bk). BY 
using the fact that D is danain induced by d gives 
f*(x) = f(d(x,al,...,a,,,,)) and so 
r(X) - r(rl~d(x.al....,a,~_~l)....,f~(d(x.a*,....a"~_~l),b~....,b~) 
Next partly traverse the diagram by starting from 
the upper left hand corner and first going down 
and then to the right. From the domain induce- 
ment of D by d it follows that 
fi*(x) = fi(d(x),al,...,an,l). Finally, using the 
range inducement of R by r gives 
g(x) = r(fl*(x).f2*(x),....fn*(x).bl,...,bk). 
The proof concludes by noticing that 
FIX) = r(r~(d(x.;t.....an'l~~,...,r~(d(x.l,,....~~_~)).b~~.... bk' 
and so g(x) = f*(x). 
A consequence of this theorem is that translation 
ccmmutes with addition, maximum, minimum, multi- 
plication, etc. Translation corresponds to delays 
or advances in time in signal processing. The 
commutivity of translation is of crucial impor- 
tance in signal processing as well as in architec- 
ture development and languages for concurrent 
architectures. 
MANY SORTED ALGEBRA 
A many sorted algebra (S,a,I,6,9,y,G) is a seven- 
tuple with components defined as follows: The 
first component S is a set of sorts which is 
always finite and nonempty. Let S* be the set of 
finite strings of elements from S. It is a free 
monoid on S. An element of S* consists of the 
concatenation (or sequence, without consnas) of 
possibly repeated elements fran S as well as the 
empty string E. 
The second component CL is a function CL: S*xS+I. 
Specifically for any two-tuple (sls2...sn,s)=v. in 
s*xs, u(v) = z SLS2...Sn,S" Here I SlS2".Sn'S is 
itself a set, consisting of all operator names 
which have domains indicated by the string of 
sorts sls2... sn and codomain of the sort s. This 
set is often called a signature set. 
Consequently we have the third ingredient: I is a 
family of signature sets; that is the sets 
I and IE s s1s2...sn,s , are all elements of I: . 
The fourth tuple is a function B : S + @ with 
B(s)=AS for every s in S, where AS is itself a 
set, called the carrier set. 
The fifth ingredient, 0 , is a family of carrier 
sets. Elements of @ are themselves sets, namely 
AS for each s in S. 
The sixth component is a function y 
-i: z 
(s1s2... sn.s) E s*xs 
4. 
s1s2...sn.s 
that is y maps the union of all signature sets into 
G. For any element o in the union it follows that 
Y(O) = c*. If o is in I S,S7...S",S 
then 
uA: A, xAs x...xA, + AS, - - " that is o is the name of 
12 n 
the function and oA is the n-ary function itself. 
If o is in Xc s then uA is in AS. In other words 
a null-ary fur&on is an element (special element) 
in the carrier set of the sort s. 
The last ingredient G is the set of all 0-ary, 
1-ary, binary, trinary, etc. operators in the 
algebra. 
The many sorted algebra for discrete signal pro- 
cessing shall be partially specified by identify- 
ing some of the ingredients. This is based only 
on the results provided in this document. As 
mentioned in the introduction the set of sorts 
involves; z=integer, r=reals, d=discrete signals, 
and other types which will be ignored in this 
development, except for s=subsets of the integers. 
Consequently, the set S = tz,r,d,sl shall be used. 
The polyadic graph given in section 4 should be 
referred to as the ingredients are defined. 
Various no* empty signature sets are: 
Id,d=isubtraction, inVerSe. fliPh xE,d=iZems Ones 
star); ~~~ d={composition, addition, multiplica- 
tion, maxi&n, minimum}; Idr d=(scalar multiplica- * 
tionl ; E 
dz,d 
= (translate1 ; Zds d= (selection). 
* 
The carrier sets are Ad=SZ, Az=Z. Ar=R, and A,=2'. 
The elements of G are the operators in the algebra 
and are obtained using y. lhe function y IS such 
that y(subtraction) = - where -: Sz + Sz defined 
in section 3. Also, y(zero) = 0 defined in 
section 4. Furthermore, y(selection) = S where S: 
Szx2'Xiz also defined in section 4. The other 
operations are similarly obtained. 
SMAL PRuCESSING DATA FLOW LANGUAGE 
Data flow programing graphs are easily constructed 
from the algebra described herein. This is best 
illustrated by an example. Refer to section 5 
where convolution was discussed and represented 
using the discrete signal processing algebra. A 
data flow program utilizing activity templates is 
given to perform u'(n) in the convolution. 
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